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From the Co-Founder's  Desk

EDITOR'S
LETTER

Inked Streets & Co can be described as expedition of a bunch of rebels, who decided to bring solace into their
lives with their undeniable passion for Words, Travel, Food, Music, Art and of course Fashion. Each one of them is
fastened together by the love for their land. This platform speaks of a Home, where each one paints a different
view of the same subject. Acceptance remains the primary idea. Every blog speaks volume on the ‘not to be
talked’ element here. The fashion apparels merge the ethnicity of this vibrant land with the westernization of
comfort wear. The organic approach to any notion retains the vibe of Inked Streets & Co. We, here welcome all
who have a story to tell, all who have decided to swim against the flow; with an affirmed wave of Positivity.
Inked Streets & Co is much more than a Blogging site, or an Online Store. 
It is a Journey;
Of Ink and Paper,
Of Black & Whites and a Spectrum of Grey.
Of Passion and Zeal
Of Never Ending Album of Memories.

 Regards,
Rimpi Deka

Co-Founder & MD, Inked Streets & Co



The Pi lot Edit ion

MIRAgE

MIRAgE, the E-Magazine by Inked Streets & Co, was launched on August 2020. It's first edition

entirely digital had a record of 75k downloads within 2 days of it's initial launch. The 2nd

Edition of MIRAgE came out by September 2020, titled "Travel Series" and had 1.2M downloads

worldwide, within 1 week.

The Basic idea behind launching "MIRAgE", was to give out a magazine that aligned with the

idea of a platform that was established "For the people, By the people and would remain Of

the People". We wanted to nurture the upcoming youths, and people who felt the need to dive

into a different direction. MIRAgE, is the first step, towards the creation of a HUB, so powerful

that it would shape the future of North-East. We believe the digitization of market has opened

up new opportunities but North-East is yet to be tapped into this digital era. And it falls up to

individuals like us, to create such community that will drive generations to come. We wish the

next kid, who has passion for Art or Photography have a professional career out of his hobby or

passion and not just go into the contemporary line of education or careers.

We have seen youths with great potential and talent

but little recognition. We felt the need to bring out

such individuals into the limelight that would

definitely prove to be an inspiration to many. 

There are many magazines that write on different

social issues, and has endorsed many celebrities, but

there are only a few that bring out real people. We

decided on to bring out people from all the nooks

and corners of North-East and provide them the

platform that will earn them the respect and

recognition they truly deserve. It does not matter,

what tongue you speak, which place you are from,

what colour you are, If you have talent and passion

and courage to follow your dreams, We will make

sure your Voice is heard.

AND WITH THIS IDEA, WE ARE PROUD TO

ANNOUNCE OUR FIRST PILOT EDITION, MIRAGE,
POWERED BY VOGUE INTERNATIONAL, NEW
YORK. 



STARTUP BUSINESS
The Corporate Style

Inked
Streets & Co

Multi-Venture Startup Business from Assam.

A startup or start-up is a company or project undertaken by an entrepreneur to seek,
develop, and validate a scalable economic model. While entrepreneurship refers to all new
businesses, including self-employment and businesses that never intend to become
registered, startups refer to new businesses that intend to grow large beyond the solo
founder. At the beginning, startups face high uncertainty and have high rates of failure, but a
minority of them do go on to be successful and influential. Some startups become unicorns;
that is privately held startup companies valued at over US$1 billion.



It  started out with my passion for
writing.  

I  always knew, that I  needed to have writ ing in my
life one way or another.  I  always felt ,  writ ing
soothed my soul.  But,  I  always lacked direction
and then, there were a l imited number of writers
who were real ly successful.  Being from a place
where there are l imited platforms for creative
people, was another big hindrance. It  was not
unti l  my Engineering that I  came to know about a
phenomenon that was creating a revolution in the
entire economic, polit ical  and Business system of
the world. This phenomenon was the "START-UP
BUSINESS". Digging a l itt le deeper, I  found out
that being a startup one could hold power to
influence the government itself .  I  immediately
thought "Maine karna hai yeh!",  which means, I
have to do this.  This way I  could keep writ ing in
my l ife and earn money. The only question was,
what business plan was I  real ly going to work on?
or rather what idea? This was the point when, my
sister stepped in and gave me the bri l l iant idea of
commercial izing the concept of "DIGITAL MEDIA
BLOGGING". I  found out l ike-minded people, and
my family grew. We then incorporated E-
Commerce and 2 other subsidiary ventures
namely "Coffee & Couch" and "10X Factory Club"
and we became the First Startup to have
successful ly incorporated Multiple Ventures with
out any funding support from North-East.

STARTUP BUSINESS 

THE CORPORATE STYLE!

Rudra Deka, Founder & CEO, 

Inked Streets & Co |  Coffee & Couch

A unit of INKEDSTREETS PVT. LTD.



Once the idea set in,  it  was t ime to form a
legal structure. Now, I  have had help from
many people. I  consider myself very lucky.
I  got a great team, I  got people that were
real ly supportive, I  met some amazing
individuals with amazing personality who
wanted to collaborate. The idea, grew into
a much larger HUB. The f irst problem that
we faced was the connecting l ink between
E-Commerce and Blogging. Now both
were very different segments and we
needed to connect them in order for the
startup to function properly.  

That was a pain in the ass! After a
brainstorming session, we came up with
the idea of segregating al l  types of
Blogging into one side, and then al l  the
other creative f ields into the other side.
This gave birth to "Coffee & Couch",

Home for Creative Wanderers! 

Now E-commerce became a separate
entity and we were ready to rock! But
what real ly hit  us was the fact,  that there
were many people l ike us, struggling to
make a name, people who sacrif ice their
passion and dreams for responsibi l it ies.
We knew that very moment, that what we
created did not belong to us alone, but to
the entire world. Creating Professional
Career out of Hobbies and Passion,
became our motto.

We got ourselves registered, and launched
"10X Factory Club", a place where
influential  people of a state, or region wil l
bring in their resources for the common
good of the society. And by God's Grace,
We now have 50+ contributors,  Content
Creators,  Influencers and Entrepreneurs
with us.

What started out as a hobby, became a
dream and then, a legit career opportunity
for me. We got Incorporated legally,  and
my passion turned into a Legit Startup
Company.

The very thing that I  always wanted in my
life.  became my source of Bread and
Butter.  Now, It  was t ime to move up in the
corporate world, and to do that we needed
funding. As I  said, North-East has a very
stiff  mindset,  people are not very
welcoming here, to new ideas. That posed
a big problem. But, we had to do this.  So,
we turned this company into a open
platform where any and everyone could
join and showcase their talents free of
cost.  This gave us access to a wider
consumer base and in return we provided
services and employment opportunit ies,
and Inked Streets & Co, became the f irst
Startup that does business Corporate
Style! A Start-up Business that is "For the
People, Of the People and By the People".

If you want 10 years of prosperity Grow
Grains, If you want 100 years of
prosperity Grow Trees, but, If you want
this world to remember you and your
Legacy, GROW PEOPLE.



Roots of Fashion dates back to the 19th century, and was
first started by "Charles Fedrick Worth". Also, known as
the Father of "Haute-Couture". 

Fashion Started out as an experimentation of garments on
women, as to see which kind of garment would compliment
which body type, skin tone etc. as per their style. People
started to explore garment types, created new design that
were comfortable to wear, which marked the begining of
FASHION INDUSTRY in the world.

NAMRATA SAIKIA
In-House Designer Trainee, 
Inked Streets & Co

FASHION
CENTRAL



Changes in trends directly relates to fashion. We have gone
through different phases of time and each era had it's own Fashion
Style. However, with new technology coming in, new styles and
designs are now possible complimenting with added accessories to
have a complete look. But, this also, has a slightly worrisome
impact as this has lead to a fast changing unpredictable industry.

The customer demand and expectations have increased. The
market has become digital, and this shift from traditional system
to a more digitized platform has given rise to more and more
creative designers coming out with new variants of fashion. 

Being majorly influenced by culture and Traditions, we have now
seen the early looks and style of Fashion coming in once again. This
has made the Fashion Industry come a full circle. The styles that
were in trend back in 1800's or 1900's are in trend now.

There has been a gap of around 2 decades before, the style came in
again, but with modern twists, and this will repeat itself time and
again. However, Cultural and Traditional Fashion carries a whole
different concept. There is a fixed style that is followed with little
alterations. But, the concept of having a different style of
traditional fashion will and is definately the future of Fashion
Industry.

Fashion is largely
influenced by
culture and
traditions. The
culture of a
particular place is
best described
through fashion. To
be specific, I would
set an example of
the North-Eastern
states of India. The 7
sisters has their own
version of Fashion
followed by their
aesthetic beauty of
their culture and
heritage. 



Redefining Music  
-Naaz Sultana

NAAZ SULTANA, a
household name in the
Independent Music Scene
of Assam, more commonly
know as 
"The Indie-Rock
Lady", Nasreen
Sultana, rose to fame
with her unique Music
Genre and
Composition
revolutionizing the
contemporary Music
Culture of Assam.
Fusing Rock and
Metal into Assamese
songs Naaz, created an
unique blend of Rock
Culture in  and around
North-East.

Podcast Session by Ink & Paper, The Dairy Stories.



Naaz Sultana, a wholesome name in the Independent Music
scene of Assam. Starting her early schooling from Shillong,

Meghalaya the Rock Capital of North-East, Music began working
it's magic upon her. She has been a wanderer since the
beginning of her career.

NAAZ: Shillong is known as the musical hub because of its
culture and tradition. So somehow it has always influenced me.

But that was not the time when I thought that music would be
a major part in  my life. So after Shillong I went for my
graduation in Delhi, so that's when music happened actually.

Near my PG there was a christian NGO, it was named Coffee
House and they sang gospels every Thursday, they are very
soothing, you really feel good when you listen to them. So the
people who were part of the coffee house they use to
participate every Thursday they sat together and sang gospels
for the audience and the audience were the people who went
for the coffee, they had a cafeteria and that's why it was  called
coffee house. They baked the best banana cakes, I could say. I
started to visit that place regularly. What dragged me to the
place was the gospels and from that  my interest in singing
developed. I used to get so amazed like how do they do it, how
do they play the harmony, the vocals it was so amazing. That is
how I got hooked and I started singing with them. And luckily
they allowed me. And from there I was determined to do music,

and this is when I found my purpose to make music and that
interest developed and it went deeper and deeper.

I started making a lot of musician friends and then I
just had to start it, now the first thing I had to had
was a guitar. Now, belonging to a middle class
family where parents are thinking of their daughter
and son getting a government job, I couldn't tell my
parents and ask money to buy a guitar, I used to
save my pocket money. That time I used to get six
thousand bucks per month, out of which I had to
pay three thousand two hundred for my rent and
the rest I had to use it for my college and for food
and other stuffs (THE SURVIVAL EXPENSES). So I
saved and managed to buy a guitar after months, I
couldn't save thousand at that time because a
thousand bucks was a huge amount. It almost took
me six to seven months to buy the guitar and the
first guitar cost me around six thousand and it was a
MDC PLUTO. Then I went on to make a band in my
college and I used to irritate them to teach me
some chords and everything and of course you-tube
helped me alot. Most of the guitar chords that I
have learnt was from you-tube itself. You know
when you start getting into it you get into it, and
that's how I learnt the first few chords and  I had to
make a song. That's how the composing thing
started. The first song  ever composed was "JANA
NE TUMI". I have not released it yet I am just
keeping it for the right moment.

NAAZ BAND (PROJECT NAAZ): How it began and
the concept:  

When I first came back to Guwahati, I was doing it
as a solo artist and then I was really scared of
forming a band as most of the time it gets dis-
banned and coordination doesn't match. But one
fine day my drummer, his stage name is Rui Xing
but his actual name is MAZID KHAN, He messaged
me in Facebook if we could jam. He is the member
of a wonderful band in Sikkim ''AROGYA''. We
jammed so well. Then there were a lot of change of
other musicians like some were working so they
were busy, They couldn't give time but for me it was
important like no matter what for the band you
have to do it, Rui, he was so good with it . He is a
very dedicated person, so he used to give good time
to his band, that is how he stayed and now after
many changes I have a very stable team and they all
belong from  different bands, They are wonderful
musicians, I would like to name them SOURAV
MISHRA a wonderful keyboardist, POWAN
DAMAIC member of the band called  RAIN IN
SAHARA,  also he is a member of NAAZ BAND as
well a wonderful guitarist, then on the bass we have
BIPAL BAGDA he is from Sikkim and he is a
member of AROGYA. BIPAL came in the band
through Rui an Powan, and now i think i have a full
fledged team to work on the sounds. Most of my
songs were composed in LUCID RECESS STUDIO.

Everyone coming from different background has
their own ideas. So we all came from different
genre's so when different genre's meet it becomes
experimental, so NAAZ BAND is now very
experimental.



AAINA, Your latest release, it's concept and what it
means: 
AAINA is basically very metaphorical and I love metaphors.

When I write my songs I make sure they are metaphorical. So

AAINA, here is  society. In some part of our life or in our

everyday life we kind of breathe in and breathe out society as if

the society decides everything for you, so in this phase you kind

of loose yourself, the actual you. Is it worth it? How come the

society decides what you do? That is a question we really need

to find answer to. Because of this, we are all wearing masks,

and nobody in this world knows the real you. That's what

AAINA is all about. The real YOU!

Independent Music Scene in Assam, changes and Future:
Music is something that Shillong gave me, and I carried it to

Delhi, where my career started. Now, in Delhi, the scene is very

different, everyone is very welcoming and we have Unity there.

But, once I came back to Guwahati, It became very difficult for

me, as there were a lot of competition. People were very

skeptical of any new idea. So, yes it is hard as an Independent

Musician to make a career in North-East if you are not

associated with the Film Industry or doing any commercial

gigs. Even my Gigs now are commercial, as I need the money

flow for the equipment's, composition and other things. "I too
have Bills to Pay". But, yes the scene is improving with many

artists coming up with different kinds of music. Competition

happens when everyone have the same goal, the goal of music

is also same but then each individual has a different artistic

approach towards the goal.

 Our way of composing, thinking, arranging,

visualizing things is different. They why the

competition. So let's help each other grow as an

industry,

THE JOURNEY
FOR
NAME &
FAME



is a term commonly referred when two or more style, design,

tradition or culture is mixed to form a new variant that 

 becomes a trendsetter collection.

FUSED 
FASHION

Hit or Risk?

Models: INDIE-PREP GIRLS

PALLABI SHARMA (R)

ANZILA NAZNIN (M)

BOHNI SIKHA (L)



W A R D R O B E

R E B O O T  W I T H

R I M P I  D E K A

is a term commonly referred when two or

more style, design, tradition or culture is

mixed to form a new variant that  becomes a

trendsetter collection.

The very idea of having my own startup

stirred the fact that 9 to 5 job is not for me. I

always had a nick for out of the box concepts

and My God, designs and illustrations and

styles were something that I could just

gobble up anytime, anywhere. And I have

always been a community person. i always

wanted to create a wave of change, through

any means that would change the mindset

of the society. And by God's Grace, Inked

Streets & Co, my Baby came to life! There was

no turning back. 

FUSED 
FASHION



I t  started out when I  was a f i rst year
student of Fashion and Texti le
Technology. I t 's amazing how we
attach technology everywhere, i t
seems l ike engineer's,  are everywhere.
Fashion is supposed to be an Art,  a
way to express your deepest emotion.
Not some engineering f ield. Gosh,
This Society! ! !

This was IT!  I  decided, I  wanted to
make a career out of Fashion. I  don't
want to fal l  into another typical group
of people who thinks that "Job mil
jaye, Bas Life mein baki sab sett le
hai" .  I  mean, real ly??

I had a deep convo with my brother,
about incorporat ing E-Commerce into
our startup, and fortunately he
agreed. And he also, gave me the
suggestion of rooting my concept to
our Culture. And thus, began the
journey of "FUSED FASHION".

The idea behind Fused Fashion is very
simple. "To create apparel (Clothing)
for al l  genre of people. Doesn't
matter i f  you are chubby or skinny,
tal l  or short ,  dark or white, young or
old, we create custom design suited
to your needs as you need it ,  as you
visual ize i t ,  PERIOD! because
#YouMatter" .

I  got the idea, and my vis ion, now I
needed to work upon a Niche (Goal) .
This is where, The concept of FUSED
FASHION came in.  I  a lways was a
community person, and I  got the way
to inf luence the society to form a
more l iberal  mindset.  As you know,
Fashion speaks louder than Words.
I  was determined to create a unique
l ine of clothes that would represent
North-East Global ly!  That would put
North-East India on the MAP.

Every Woman is
a Goddess. So 

BE DIVINE, 
BE YOURSELF

I  sat down with my pen and a blank
sheet of canvas, and that was It .
There was no stopping me! I  went on
creating clothes, designs, style that
blended vintage and modernity in a
sleek beautiful  way. Voi la,  " INDIE-
AVATAR", the First Luxury Fused
Fashion Collection was born!

The Core concept of merging
tradit ional clothing and western style
was to give out a designer l ine, that
is wearable by any and al l ,  anywhere,
anytime. This way, there is no need
to introduce ourselves and say we
are INDIAN, We are from Assam, or
Meghalaya, or Nagaland, or Tr ipura,
or Arunachal Pradesh, or Mizoram or
Manipur.  People wi l l  know! 

The Very idea of representing North-
East on International Stage, whi le
keeping our values, culture and
heritage intact became my DREAM!

But then, i t  is upto my people, i f  they
accept i t .  There is always a factor of
r isk involved, as I  am wel l  aware of
the fact,  that I t  is our culture that I
am experimenting with! But then,
Youths are support ive enough and
Fashionable for me to create my own
brand and name. So, There is RISK,
but,  I t  is also, a HIT!



ANNIE HAZARIKA

Illustrator, Artist,  Animator & Graphic Designer
MEZANGKORI KASHYAP

Influenecr, Youtuber, Fashionista & Actor



Podcast session by Ink & Paper, The Dairy Stories

Alternate Career in North-East  
Annie Hazarika & Mezangkori Kashyap

Introduction: 

Mez:  I am Mezangkori Kashyap and I just make weird

videos on you-tube and have a little bit of interest in

acting and that's about it.

Ann: I am Annie Hazarika, I am an animator, illustrator,

graphic designer, artist, I am basically an artist and actor

and I am deeply interested in all of those things and just

try to make art in whatever way it may possible.

Why Alternate Career?

Ann- For me the only dream that I had was to become

an artist. I will just say a random story of a dream that I

was an astronaut, I had to go out in space but I realized

that the only thing I wanted to do was to was to spray

paint on the ring of the Saturn, so I realized oh no I

wanted to become an artist.

Mez- Mine has been the same, to be very specific, I

wanted to be in front of the screen whether it's you-

tube or whether it's acting. I started with drama first,

and gradually went up to T.V. screen. This is what drives

me, makes me happy, sort of my safe zone.

Your Journey, choosing Alternate Career: 

Mez- My mom has always been very supportive, she

trusted me through the entire journey. But from the

society, from school and relatives I had faced a lot. I was

always the one who was almost into everything dancing,

singing, art  etc like almost anything. At that time

teacher used to say "You won't be able to do anything
in life on this track of way and you need to
concentrate on  your studies, if you have a degree
you can do something you will be able to earn
something for yourself". 



reason you go off grid, you are very low, believe me no
one will even care where you are, or what happened to
you, Are you okay? That my friend needs to change!

What happens if platforms like Instagram, Facebook etc,
disappears. Are we still Influencers or will Alternate
Careers still be viable?

Ann: Okay, I will go a little practical here. I want to ask
this out, this influencing that we talk of, is it filling your
stomach, paying your bills? See, it is good that you are
doing what you love, but, dude "Paisa kaha se aa raha
hai". I believe, we are all influencers in some way. The
only thing that matters is what you choose to do with the
reach and influence you have. If you still can change a life
without the help of Social media, then I think you are an
Influencer with or without Insta, or FB.
Mez: I think, Yes and No. It depends on which aspect of
life you are influencing? I will say this, I want to be a
person that influences people by touching hearts. That, is
different. If you can deliver or change someone by talking
to them, spending time with them, sharing and imparting
knowledge, then, I believe these platforms are not
necessary. 

Ann- It's funny how our stories relate to each other
usually whenever I meet people they get a lot of
resistance from their family, I lost my father at a very
young age, but luckily my mother has been an extremely
supportive women. She never asked me to give up on
anything, so because of that art has never been
restricted. And this is one of the reason why I succeeded
in achieving my dream and other then that society they
deny it. The society is messed up alot and society
messed me up to a limit where I  left  school in class 9
because I was tired from everything. But, then Art has
really helped me grow, and here I am.

Do you think Alternate Career is a viable option? And
what changes we as a society need to make?

Mez: Yes, it is a viable option. But then, the process is a
completely different issue. If you ask me, We have seen a
lot of influencers coming up. But do we really know
them. We see them on screen on social media, but what
really happens behind the screen is what we are 
 interested in. How to start? What to do? How to market
yourself, Brand promotions etc. 
Ann: Exactly, What happens off-screen we don't know.
And what's more disturbing is that no one really cares. If
you are posting something on Social media, your
followers will always be there to like, comment and share
your works if they like. But, think about this, if for some
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Artworks & Illustrations

Introducing

Krishna Baishya Bishal Jyoti Deka
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